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Sub specie aeternitatis

‘Our mind, insofar as it 
knows both itself and the 
body under a form of 
eternity, necessarily has a 
knowledge of God, and 
knows that it is in God and 
is conceived through God.’
- Ethics, Part 5, Pr. 30



Deleuze on Spinoza

Writers, poets, musicians, filmmakers-painters too, even 
chance readers – may find that they are Spinozists; indeed, 
such a thing is more likely for them than for professional 
philosophers…

He is a philosopher who commands an extraordinary 
conceptual apparatus, one that is highly developed, systematic, 
and scholarly; and yet he is the quintessential object of an 
immediate, unprepared encounter, such that a nonphilosopher, 
or even someone without any formal education, can receive a 
sudden illumination from him, a “flash”. Then it is as if one 
discovers that one is a Spinozist….

- From Spinoza: Practical Philosophy





Substance, attributes, modes

• Substance:

• Attribute:

• Mode:

• reality, God

• a form that reality exists in

• a quality or dependent entity 
of substance, that takes form 
through an attribute



Substance   =     infinity of attributes

???

Extension Thought

a dog

a body

a ball

a mind

a circle

justice

Attributes

Modes

???





Recap: The mind – body relation

- Mind and body exist as distinct modes of 
substance, expressed in different attributes (2P7)

- The mind is the idea of an actually existing body 
(P11)

- We exist as a composite unity of forces, existing in 
the form of a body and of a mind (2P13)

∴ the greater the body's activity, the greater the 
mind's power (Ep. 64)

∴ But minds are capable of an adequate, non-
corporeal knowledge of God (2P39-P49)



What can a mind do?

⚫ On this Spinoza has far more to say, suggesting the 
route to the kind of freedom which might be possible

⚫ Please take a look at Proposition 40 Scholium, where 
Spinoza outlines three kinds of knowledge…

⚫ In pairs, please read and identify:

⚫ What are the three kinds of knowledge?



Adequate knowledge

Definition:

First:

Second:

Third:



Adequate knowledge

Definition: that which is true in itself, 
intrinsically true

First:  imagination, senses, casual 
experience, words or symbols

Second:  reason, mathematics, 
common notions, adequate 
knowledge of properties of things

Third:  intuition, adequate knowledge 
of formal essences of God 
(or, the actual reality of the universe)



How do we acquire knowledge?

⚫ The mind's object is the body, so...

⚫ The greater a body's activity, the greater the mind's 
power to perceive ideas (P13-P15)

⚫ Mind perceives external bodies, and its own body,  
through the body's affections, as images

⚫ But imagination is itself inadequate…

⚫ Why? It is externally determined and passive (P29), 
whereas adequate knowledge needs to be internally 
reasoned and independently understood



apple, pomme, pomum (3p18s)

Peter at 8am, Simon at 2pm (2p44s)



Klimt, “Garden path with chickens” (1916)



How do we acquire knowledge?

⚫ His arguments are built up, proposition by proposition, 
across Part 2

⚫ The mind's object is the body, so...

⚫ The greater a body's activity, the greater the mind's 
power to perceive ideas (P13-P15)

⚫ Mind perceives external bodies, and its own body,  
through the body's affections, perceived as images

⚫ But imagination (and hence knowledge from bodies) is 
inadequate: it is externally determined and passive 
(P29)



How do we acquire knowledge?

‘(1) Truth consists in agreement between thought (or 
idea) and the object of thought (ideatum); 

(2) reality is a single system, expressed in an order of 
thought which step by step matches an equivalent order 
of physical reality; and 

(3) the thought of human beings matches the order of 
physical reality only in fragments, specifically in 
mathematical knowledge, and for the rest human 
thought is partial and limited’

- Stuart Hampshire, ‘Introduction’, Spinoza (1987)



So what is inadequate knowledge?

Following Descartes:

⚫ Error is nothing, a 
privation of knowledge

⚫ We can perceive 
clearly and distinctly

⚫ The senses and 
imagination lead to 
inadequate knowledge

⚫ Adequate knowledge 
is innate



So what is inadequate knowledge?

Beyond Descartes:

⚫ mind can grasp ideas 
adequately through its 
active reason

⚫ Maximising the body's 
affections increases our 
ideas and capacity for 
adequate knowledge

⚫ Mind includes will, 
intellect, etc.



The imagination

⚫ The senses are our everyday guide to the world

⚫ But what we claim to know through them is often 
heavily conditioned by factors like culture, language, or 
habit and memory (as Hume later says)

⚫ Whereas Descartes strongly doubts knowledge from 
the senses, Spinoza utilises it

⚫ While we initially live in a world of representations 
that reflects our own subjective viewpoint, his account 
of knowledge pushes us to go beyond that…

⚫ Increasing the body’s range of affections (or 
experiences) correspondingly expands the mind’s ideas



From imagination to reason

⚫ … Recognise common notions and scientific truths that 
have been demonstrated with evidence

⚫ Recognise our fundamental interdependence

⚫ Understand the properties and nature of things 
beyond just their appearance

⚫ Mistakes in mathematics are often errors of words 
applied to the wrong thing, Spinoza says (2p47s)

⚫ Beneath the world of appearances and symbols is an 
underlying reality which can be understood truthfully







What is adequate knowledge?

⚫ Adequate knowledge is intrinsically true (II D4), 
without dependence on anything else

⚫ Ideas are only 'adequate' in relation to God (P32)

⚫ Adequate knowledge understands common notions in 
bodies and minds, based on particularities (P39)

⚫ Perceiving a thing truly regards it as necessary (P44)

⚫ Every particular involves knowledge of God (P45)

⚫ Human mind is capable of adequate knowledge (P47)



Gaining adequate knowledge

⚫ It cannot be doubted (P43)

⚫ It regards things as necessary (P44)

⚫ Every idea of a particular thing involves 
knowledge of God, which is adequate (P45) 

⚫ Possible for all human minds, so long as they 
acquire this knowledge of God (P47)

⚫ It grasps things under the form of eternity 
(sub specie aeternitas), as infinite and eternal





Fatalism?

There is … in his system, an utter blotting out of the 

principle of subjectivity, individuality, personality, the 

moment of self-consciousness in Being. Thought has only 

the signification of the universal, not of self-

consciousness. Thus the soul, the Spirit, in so far as it is 

an individual Being, is for Spinoza a mere negation, like 

everything in general that is determined. 

- (G.W.F. Hegel, Lectures on the History of Philosophy, 

trans. Haldane)



Fatalism?

⚫ We have no free will, and our bodies and minds 
are pre-determined (1 Appendix, 2P48)

⚫ What we call ‘will’ is a construct of the mind's 
affirmation (2 P48-49)

⚫ Descartes' separation of will and intellect is false, 
because the mind has no independent power 
over the body – both are equal

Does this lead to complete fatalism?





Freedom vs free will

⚫ Please turn to Letter 58 to Schuller, where 
Spinoza gives a wry example of a stone 
hurtling through the air which suddenly 
discovers it has a mind…

⚫ In pairs, please read this and discuss:

Why does Spinoza argue that the stone has no 
free will, even if it thinks it does?



‘This, then, is that human freedom which all men boast of 

possessing, and which consists solely in this, that men are 

conscious of their desire and unaware of the causes by 

which they are determined. In the same way a baby 

thinks that it freely desires milk, an angry child revenge, 

and a coward flight. Again, a drunken man believes that it 

is from his free decision that he says what he later, when 

sober, would wish to be left unsaid. So, too, the delirious, 

the loquacious, and many others of this kind believe that 

they act from their free decision, and not that they are 

carried away by impulse. Since this preconception is 

innate in all men, they cannot so easily be rid of it.’





Akrasia

• ‘I see the better, and approve, yet I 
follow the worse’ (Ovid)

• ‘What I wish, I do not do; what I do 
not wish, I do’ (St Paul)

• For Spinoza, it is not enough to appeal to will-
power or free will…

• This is merely an experience of our own desires

• A more frank, scientific approach to ethics has 
to explain why knowledge of what is good is not 
always sufficient to change the way we act…



Why do we do what is harmful?

• For Spinoza, much of our errors about God, the world 
and our own freedom stem from our own perspective

• We fail to recognise what causes our emotions and 
desires…

• And assume that our own intentions (or those of a 
being like us) have resulted in favourable or 
unfavourable events

• Instead, Spinoza wants us to confront how our 
emotions, desires and beliefs truly shape our lives

• In this way we can begin to understand and take 
control of the forces determining us



Accepting necessity…

• At the end of Part 2, having argued against Descartes 
that the will and intellect are the same, Spinoza reflects 
on the advantages of his views

• In accepting what is causally necessary, we can 
experience a ‘tranquillity of mind’ as we understand 
the nature of the universe, that is, God

• We also must ‘expect and endure’ a good deal that is 
not within our power, what some call fortune

• It also helps us to live more social lives, blaming no-one 
for the circumstances they are in, but endeavouring to 
do our best and help others do the same



Next week…

• We will turn to desire and the emotions!

• Why is desire the essence of all human beings? 

• Why does Spinoza place the emotions (and not reason) 
at the centre of his ethical philosophy?

• How does love and fear occupy the heart of human 
nature? 

• How can we become more reasonable and happy? 

• We will focus on Part Three, propositions 1-12 in 
particular

• Please also read about Spinoza’s views on human 
freedom and well-being in the secondary literature


